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Sri Lanka's acting president
declares emergency 
Sri Lanka’s acting president declared a
state of emergency on Monday giving him
broad authority amid growing protests
demanding his resignation two days
before the country’s lawmakers are set
to elect a new president. Ranil
Wickremesinghe’s move to impose a state
of emergency comes as protests demand-
ing his resignation have continued in
most parts of the country, with some pro-
testers burning his effigy. Under the
emergency regulations, Wickremesinghe
can authorise detentions, take posses-
sion of any property and search any
premises. He can also change or suspend
any law. AFP

Over 100 cr people to hoist
Tricolour at homes: MHA
In a bid to encourage people to hoist the
national flag at their homes to mark the
75th Independence Day under the 'Har
Ghar Tiranga' nationwide campaign, Union
home minister Amit Shah on Sunday
interacted with CMs, LGs and administra-
tors of states and union territories via
video to make it a success. According to
the ministry of home affairs (MHA) the
main objective of the 'Har Ghar Tiranga'
campaign is assuring the hoisting of the
national flag in all households from
August 13-15 through public participation.
The programme is aimed at reaching out
to over 20 crore homes across the coun-
try on August 15. It will be officially
launched by mid-July. TNN

Rupee gains sharply and
pulls back from near $80  
The rupee pulled back sharply from near
its all-time lows of close to 80 per dollar
early on Monday, tracking a broader run-
up in risk assets, a fall in crude oil prices
to below $100 a barrel and as the green-
back lurked below multi-year highs. The
rupee opened at 79.7663 against the dol-
lar after opening at 79.7713. The rupee
gained 6 paise to 79.76 against the US
dollar in early trade. BLOOMBERG

TICKER-TAPE

E ver wondered why electronic voting
machines (EVMs) used in the Lok
Sabha elections and assembly polls

are not deployed in polls to elect the
President and Vice President of India,
members of Rajya Sabha, and members of
the state legislative councils? Here's why...

The mechanism of EVMs
 The EVMs are based on a technology
where they work as aggregators of votes
in direct elections, such as the Lok Sabha
and state assemblies. Voters press the but-
ton against the name of the candidate of
their choice, and the one who bags the
maximum number of votes is declared
elected. But the election of the President
is held in accordance with the system of
proportional representation by means of
single transferable vote.
 In accordance with the system of propor-
tional representation by means of single
transferable vote, every elector can mark as
many preferences, as there are candidates
contesting the election. These preferences for

the candidates are to be marked by the elec-
tor, by placing the figures 1,2,3, 4, 5 and so
on, against the names of the candidates, in
the order of preference, in the space provided
in column 2 of the ballot paper.

The technology
The EVMs, officials explained, are nnot
designed tto rregister tthis ssystem oof vvoting.
The EVM is an aggregator of votes and under
the system of proportional representation,
the machine will have to compute votes based
on preference, and it requires an aaltogether
different ttechnology. In other words, a differ-
ent type of EVM would be needed.

E
lectors, including Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and former prime minister Manmohan Singh,
cast their votes in the first 1.5 hours of the Presidential poll,
sources said. Voting for the Presidential election, in which NDA

candidate Droupadi Murmu is pitted against joint Opposition pick Yashwant Sinha,
began on Monday morning with Prime Minister Modi being the first to cast his vote.
A total of 776 Members of Parliament and 4,033 MLAs voted in the Presidential
election. The total value of votes is 10,86,431, of which votes of MLAs are 5,43,231
and MPs are 5,43,200. (IANS)

A
ccording to the August,
2021 issue of 'My Vote
Matters', a quarterly mag-
azine of the Election

Commission, EVMs have been used
in four LLok SSabha aand 1127 aassembly
elections ssince 22004

1 According to the EC web-
site, first conceived in
1977 by the Election

Commission, the Electronics
Corporation of India Ltd. (ECIL),
Hyderabad was assigned the task
to design and develop EVMs

2 In 1979, a prototype was
developed, which was
demonstrated by the

Election Commission before the
representatives of political par-

ties on August 6,
1980. The Bharat Electronic Ltd
(BEL), Bengaluru, another public-
sector undertaking, was co-opted
along with ECIL to manufacture
EVMs once a broad consensus
was reached on its introduction

3 The machines were first
used in the assembly elec-
tion in Kerala in May, 1982.

However, tthe aabsence oof aa sspecific
law pprescribing iits uuse lled tto tthe
Supreme CCourt sstriking ddown tthat
election

4 A general consensus on
its introduction could be
reached only in 1998 and

these were used in 25 legislative
assembly constituencies spread
across Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Delhi

5 In the assembly elections
held in May 2001 in the
states of Tamil Nadu,

Kerala, Puducherry and West
Bengal, the EVMs were used in
all the assembly constituencies

6 Since then, for every
state assembly election,
the Commission 

has used the EVMs. 
PTI

ALL YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT THE

EVMs

Subsequently, in 1989,
Parliament amended the
Representation of the
People Act, 1951 to cre-
ate a provision for the
use of EVMs in elections

In
the 2004 Lok
Sabha polls,

more than 10 lakh
EVMs were used in all

543 
parliamentary 

constituencies of
the country

INDIA VOTES FOR ITS 15TH
PRESIDENT

T
he Archaeological Survey of India has set
the wheels in motion to digitise its rich
repository of estampages housed at its
epigraphy wing in Mysore, a move that

will augment access of such rare materials to histo-
rians and researchers. "The digitised data will also
be converted into compact microfilms and kept for
eternity in the Arctic WWorld AArchive ((AWA) as memo-
ry of humanity of the world," the ASI said in a state-
ment. The ASI's Epigraphy Division has been a repos-
itory of estampages ((paper ccopies oof iinscriptions
taken mmanually) ddrawn ffrom aall ccorners oof IIndia
since 11887, iit ssaid. These estampages are deci-
phered by trained epigraphists, and transcripts of
the texts are prepared, officials said.
"Around one lakh such estampages and associated
material is available at the division in different
Indian languages, like Tamil, Sanskrit, Pali, Prakrit,
Telugu, Bengali, Kannada, Arabic, Persian, etc," the
statement said.

SSvvaallbbaarrdd is a visa-
free archipelago, and
its capital Longyearbyen,
is home to people from about
50 countries. It is believed that
the islands went ungoverned till
1920, when, in the aftermath of
WW-I, a treaty that guaranteed
Norway's sovereignty over
Svalbard was signed by nine
countries- today 46 countries
are part of the agreement.
Incidentally, Ukraine conflict is
causing an unprecedented chill
in Svalbard where Russian and
Ukrainian coalminers have
worked side by side for decades

WHAT IS ARCTIC WORLD ARCHIVE (AWA)
 Established in 2017, the Arctic World Archive (AWA) holds an impressive
collection of valuable digital artefacts and irreplaceable information from
around the world, with over 15 contributing nations, according to its web-
site.  AWA is set deep inside an arctic mountain on the SSvvaallbbaarrdd archipel-
ago. Svalbard, a Norwegian archipelago, which is a declared demilitarised
zone by 42 nations

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA BEGINS
DIGITISATION OF RICH ESTAMPAGES REPOSITORY

Britney says music
comeback probably...

‘One More Time’

P op-singer Britney
Spears has signalled
that she may soon

return to making music as
she showed off her infa-
mous vocal skills. The 40-
year-old chart topping star
first burst onto the music
scene back in 1998 with the
release of her debut single,
'Baby... One More Time',
which rocketed to the top
of the charts on both sides
of the Atlantic, reports mir-
ror.co.uk. But for fans of
the singer's music, it has
been six long years since
the release of her last
album, titled ‘Glory’, back in
2016. She has revealed that she
longs to release a new version of her debut single
- and also teased her vocal skills with a video that she
shared via Instagram on Friday. IANS

MUSIC

WHY VOTES FOR PRESIDENTIAL POLL WILL BE
STORED IN BALLOT BOXES, NOT EVMs X-PLAINED

CLICK HERE: PAGE 1 AND 2



“A leader is one who knows the way,
goes the way and shows the way”

JOHN MAXWELL
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TIMES NIE CUET TIPS AND TRICKS

ACE THE TEST, WE
TELL YOU HOW! 

S
uppose you opt for the
CUET exam in one lan-
guage and three
domains. You already
know that each section

of language and three domains
consist of 40 questions. Suppose
your language questions are five
marks each; then a total of 40
questions are 200 marks, and the
domain section is 600 marks.
Thus, the exam is of total 800
marks. So, if you score 640
marks from 800, your percentile

will be 80 per cent to take admis-
sion to the top colleges, which
means you have to score 640 out
of 800.

And if you want to opt for
moderate colleges, you have to
score approximately 500+ marks,
and if you are opting for the best
of three for physics and chem-
istry science subjects, then the
total marks are 480, and you
have to score approx. 300+
marks for taking admission in the
moderate ranking colleges.

Now that CUET 2022 is underway, students have got a sense of
how the exam pattern is and how to prepare further. This is a
ready reckoner for you to understand what is required to score
well in the test and get a University of your choice. Read on...

HOW TO PREPARE
MAKE A LIST OF TOPICS
The most crucial step in your
CUET preparation journey is
Concept Theory. It would be
best if you had concept clari-
ty for the topics that will be
asked in the exam and the
different ways in which ques-
tions can be requested – 
a study from the examiner’s
point of view.

QUICK PRACTICE IS 
REQUIRED
Practice is the key to success.
Practising different types of
questions is very important.
Practice previous questions from
various competitive and entrance
exams. Join as many live classes
as possible to practice MCQs on
screen. And most importantly,
invest in a good book. 

TAKE AS MANY TESTS AS POSSIBLE
This will help you to select the correct ques-
tions from the choices given, manage time,
prepare for all kinds of questions coming to
you all at once. You can practise as many
MCQs as possible for domain subjects because
the concept foundation has already been laid
in your term exams. Focus on the language
and general test sections because both these
sections are new to you – the syllabus, paper
pattern, types of questions, everything.

Kanika Marwaha

I
t is that time of the
year when you feel
there is not enough
time to complete

the course, take an extra
test, attend a discussion
class or even just think!

This is a common
quandary for most stu-
dents before the board

exams. There is the
cliched advice that you
should make a timetable,
set the clock and work...
but is that possible? 

Maybe or maybe not.
Therefore, instead of
providing words of wis-
dom, here are a few prac-
tical tips: 

SET REALISTC GOALS: Your targets of completing
a particular portion should be realistic. Try to base
your list on what you need to achieve rather than
what you want to achieve. 

DON’T PROCRASTINATE: Please don’t keep muling.
‘I wish I had done that.’ Don't waste time agonis-
ing... just do it. 

IDENTIFY YOUR BEST TIME: Are you a morning or
a late night-study student? For example, if your
brain handles maths better in the morning don’t
wait till the middle of the night to work on prob-
lems. 

TAKE BREAKS: Don’t schedule marathon study ses-
sions. Intersperse 3-4 hour sessions with breaks to
refresh and regroup your thoughts. 

GET ADEQUATE SLEEP: Trying to stress yourself
out studying when you are supposed to be sleeping
can bring ineffective results and unwelcome health
problems. 

REWARD YOURSELF: Reward yourself when you
have completed a particular task. The anticipation
of a reward may make you complete your task much
more efficiently, and sometimes, even save time in
the process.

(The writer is a consultant counsellor with the Shri
Ram School)

Time management,
secret to achieve

YOUR GOAL

E
xam fear is one of
the common stress
among students.
Though this is not

very unusual they do have a
negative effect when you
are writing for your exam.
Some of the main reasons
are stress and expectations
from parents and teachers.

The fear factor is high-
est among students attend-
ing board examinations. If
students encounter exam
fear or stress, they will not
be able to perform well.
Here are a few ways to han-
dle this specific kind of
fear... (see box right)

TIPS TO OVERCOME EXAM FEAR
AND CALM DOWN WHILE STUDYING

LEADERSHIP 101

EXAM FUNDA

HERE ARE A FEW PRACTICAL TIPS

1START REVISING EARLY:
Never keep revision for the
16th hour. It is suggested:

start revision two days before the
exam and a night before the exam
should be kept for relaxation and
students should try to meditate to
keep calm and just go through
formulas and equations a night
before the exam.

2HEADINGS AND SUB-
HEADINGS: While answer-
ing, always use heads and

sub-heads to deal with all subjects.
It makes it easy for the examiner
to understand what all has been
answered,  and it looks neat. Also,
use paragraphs while answering
to avoid confusion and providing
sequence wise information.

3USING HIGHLIGHTERS:
This is interlinked with the
above point. Use of high-

lighter makes it easy for the ex-
aminer to understand your knowl-
edge about the subject and also
helps in forming a good impres-
sion. Also, the use of highlighter

during the preparation of the
exam helps you remember im-
portant aspects of the subject.

4MIX SUBJECTS: Never ever
focus only on one subject. In
such cases, other subjects are

left out and at the end moment you
might miss out some chapters. It
is advisable to make a routine and
dedicate some time to each sub-
ject daily or on alternate days to
create a balance.

5ALLOCATE TIME FOR
BREAKS: Studying contin-
uously for long hours is not

only tiring but also bad for your
health. It is important to take a
break after every hour or so, to re-
lax your body. Try to stretch your
body, drink water/juice during the
break to rejuvenate the body. Ac-
cording to health experts, stretch-
ing helps in improving the body
circulation of the body.

(Disclaimer: This is an inter-
net curation done by Times of In-
dia desk, views are personal.)

5 TIPS TO OVERCOME EXAM FEAR AND
REDUCE ANXIETY

In India, exams create a different environment altogether. From parents
to students, everyone is under deep stress and if we go in-depth, the
reason is competition and comparison. Apart from this, peer pressure
and school pressure makes the situation worse

KNOW THIS

S
tress is an integral part
of life these days. While
it is good in moderate
amounts, it becomes very

costly when it becomes chronic
and omnipresent. Chronic stress
leads to burnout, depression, and
fatigue. It also manifests as many
health ailments related to me-
tabolism and stress hormones
like Type II Diabetes,
PCOS/PCOD, heart issues, etc.

Regularly making time for
stress recovery is an urgent need.
Relaxation improves our quali-
ty of life.

One of the best ways to re-
cover from the physical and men-
tal stresses of the student life is
yoga. It offers a holistic solution
that includes postures, breath-
work, and meditation. All three
combined help you achieve a
complete mind-body balance.
Namita Piparaiya, yoga and

ayurveda lifestyle specialist, sug-
gests ways yoga and meditation
can help in recovering from
stress.

1. POSTURES / ASANA
Regular practice of asana helps
release tension and stiffness
from the body while also help-
ing you calm your mind. In ad-
dition, you can derive significant
benefits from simple yoga
stretches.  The most important
ones are the shoulders and hip
flexors. Stretching these two ar-
eas during the workday is ex-
cellent for posture and energy
levels.

2. BREATHWORK /
PRANAYAMA
This is even more accessible and
powerful than postures as any-
one can do this while sitting at

their desk. Breath is one of the
most powerful tools to directly
influence our state of mind. Yo-
gic breathing practices are ben-
eficial for anxiety and anger
management. Even 5-10
breaths can have a profound
influence on mood. Equal
breathing and box breathing
are two techniques that exec-
utives must learn and practise
regularly.

3. MEDITATION / DHYANA
Last, but not least, is a medita-
tion practice that is also the most
powerful form of yoga. Asana
works on the body, pranayama
on the breath, and meditation on
the mind. It helps us improve our
cognitive skills, focus, concen-
tration, creativity, and can even
help us change old habits and be-
haviour patterns. So, if you are
looking for true transformation

and improved performance, you
must incorporate meditation into
your routine.

Even if you don’t enjoy med-
itation, you can go for guided
practices like NSDR (non-sleep
deep rest), yoga nidra, or body
scans.

PERFORM YOGA
and meditate to combat stress in life

SELF CARE

TIPS TO MAKE IT WORK
Yoga is a very carefully crafted
ancient system that starts with the
body, progresses to the breath, and
finally to the mind. The best part is
that you don’t need to learn compli-
cated things to get all the benefits of
this practice. You simply need to be
consistent with what you like and
enjoy. Even if of short duration or
mild in nature, regular practice has a
great capacity for transformation and
stress management. It empowers you
to take charge of your mental and
physical health and gives you the
necessary tools to navigate our high-
ly stressful modern lives.
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